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Abstract 
Recent work on hierarchical models of visual cortex has reported state-of-the-art 
accuracy on whole-scene labeling using natural still imagery. This raises the 
question whether the reported accuracy may be due to the sophisticated, non-
biological back-end supervised classifiers typically used (support vector machines) 
and/or the limited number of images used in these experiments. In particular, is !
the model classifying features from the object or the background? Previous work 
(Landecker, Brumby, et al., COSYNE 2010) proposed tracing the spatial support !
of a classifier’s decision back through a hierarchical cortical model to determine 
which parts of the image contributed to the classification, compared to the 
positions of objects in the scene. In this way, we can go beyond standard 
measures of accuracy to provide tools for visualizing and analyzing high-level 
object classification. We now describe new work exploring the extension of these 
ideas to detection of objects in video sequences of natural scenes. 
Functional Models of Visual Cortex.  Processing in the human visual system starts in the 
retina of the eye, continues in the lateral geniculate nucleus (LGN), and then reaches the cortex at 
region V1 (primary visual cortex), where the input is processed by layers of cortical neurons 
operating in a massively-parallel assembly of columns of feature-specific cells. Hubel and Wiesel’s 
model of V1 consists of layered “simple” S-cells and “complex” C-cells [1]. Fukushima [2] and 
Poggio, et al., [3-5] have proposed hierarchical models of the ventral visual pathway (“what” 
pathway) comprised of visual cortical regions V1, V2, V4, supporting a model of whole object 
detection in inferotemporal cortex (IT).
“WHAT” PATHWAY 
IT 
V2, V4 
V1 
“WHERE” 
PATHWAY 
Hans Moravec, “When will computer hardware match the human brain?”, J. Evolution & Technology, 1998.
Necessary computing 
hardware is available now.  
LANL’s Roadrunner supercomputer 
reached a petaflop in 2009 [6], marking 
the arrival of computing platforms large 
enough and fast enough  for full-scale, 
real-time functional modeling of human 
cortex [7]. However, small mammals are 
capable of excellent visual acuity and 
object recognition with brains orders of 
magnitude smaller than humans (11G 
cortical neurons in human vs 0.3G in cat 
v 0.004G in mouse). GPGPU technology 
could enable widespread use of large-
scale, real-time models of mammalian 
visual cortex for a wide range of 
computer vision tasks.  
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LANL MANIAC (1952) 
Left: Scaling of image classification accuracy with size of dataset  Neocognitron-type models 
achieved whole-scene classification accuracy comparable to human subjects under conditions of 
speed-of-sight psychophysics experiments [4].  Brumby et al [16] have reported cortical model 
accuracy improves linearly with the log of the size of the training set.  Right: Whole image 
classification may be influenced by scene background. Use of support vector machines (SVMs) 
in the IT layer of cortical model can lead to undesireable behavior where the classifier incorrectly 
bases its decision on features in the background (Landecker et al. [17]).
Model  LANL’s Petascale Artificial Neural Network (PANN) [8] is a high performance C++/Python 
implementation of a Neocognitron-type hierarchical model [2-5] of human visual cortex regions V1 
(primary visual cortex), V2, V4, and inferotemporal cortex (IT), the ventral pathway of visual 
processing (“what” pathway). PANN exploits conventional clusters of multi-core CPUs, IBM Cell-
accelerated clusters (Roadrunner architecture [6]), and GPGPU-accelerated clusters.  Pinto, Cox & 
DiCarlo [9,10] have recently shown high-throughput image and video processing with V1-like 
models using a multi-GPGPU machine, while Olshausen and Field [11], Mutch et al [12] and 
Sommer et al [13] have started to explore the role of sparsity in these models.
The key scientific question is how does visual cortex organize itself in response to large amounts of 
visual stimulus? PANN is designed to process large amounts of still and video imagery to match 
the ~10^15 pixels/year taken in by the ~5M cones of the human retina.  PANN processes this 
imagery using unsupervised learning algorithms to build a hierarchical representation of natural 
scenes, combined with a relatively small amount of supervised learning required to train a back-
end classifier (e.g., linear kernel support vector machine (SVM) [14]).  The speed achievable by 
running on clusters of GPGPU-accelerated compute nodes will enable testing of the properties of 
some of these learning rules at the full scale of human visual experience (~months of video).
Processing in S-cells!
Radial Basis Functions with standard !
oriented Gabor neuron weight vectors [3-5].
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Processing in C-cells !
MAX Function over S-cell receptive fields.
HMAX with Hebbian Learning !
PANN uses Hebbian learning to set !
the features detected by neurons from !
large amounts of natural imagery. 
Hebb–Oha learning rule [15] :
!w = " y r,w( ) r #w( )
* = 
Standard HMAX Model
Processing in Retina!
Local contrast equalization, for each 
patch set mean to zero and local 
Euclidean norm to 1. 
Results  We consider video sequences of natural scenes, such as YouTube videos of  animals.  
Our task is to learn models that detect and locate the animal in each frame. This extends the 
usual HMAX image processing task of whole scene labeling [4,5,9,12].  This is an important 
distinction, as recent work (Landecker et al. [17]) has shown that the supervised classifier in the 
IT layer may be basing its decision on features in the background, rather than on the foreground 
object of interest. Brumby et al [8] have suggested applying a feed-forward HMAX model and a 
translation-invarient classifier to detect and localize objects throughout a wide field-of-view aerial  
image. Jhuang et al. [18] have recently reported an HMAX model using textural and movement 
features to identify mouse behavior in fixed point-of-view webcam video streams in controlled 
laboratory conditions (i.e., background is unchanging allowing change detection to localize the 
mouse).  
Example video frames. From: http://www.youtube.com/user/mugumogu !
Note: changing camera direction of view, and presence of background objects 
(furniture, boxes). !
Color/Textural Dictionary. Following recent work  
in sparse signal processing, e.g., Mairal et al [19], 
we use unsupervised learning to build a dictionary 
of color/textural features representing patches of 
the video frames  Our retina-like model layer 
imposes a local contrast equalization, and our !
S-cell-like modal layer learns oriented edges and 
color features similar to observed tunings in V1 !
(see, e.g., [11] and ref. therein). 
Our S-cell columns introduce local competition that 
can produce either collective activity [4,5], winner-
take-all activity, or a sparse representation [11] 
using l0 psuedo-norm sparseness penality for !
which we find an approximate solution using !
a greedy matching pursuit algorithm [20].       
IT Classifier Layer  Supervised learning in the IT 
layer requires human mark up.  We use a simple 
paint tool to mark the location of the cat in a key 
frame (shown left, in green).  We treat this as !
a binary classification task of cat versus all types of  
background. We sample an equal number of 
background pixels from across the frame (shown in 
red).  This is one way to avoid problems of 
unbalanced learning.  Providing enough mark-up 
over enough key frames is a major practical issue 
for the application of statistical learning algorithms 
to video datasets.       
IT Classifier Output on the Training Frame     
Pixel-wise classification of the video frame by !
a linear-kernel SVM trained on a sparse patch-wise 
representation over our learned color/textural 
dictionary (above).  Yellow pixels mark pixels 
classified as “cat”.  We overlay the taining data 
shown above, so true positive appear light green. 
We achieve a classifier accuracy of ~92% on this 
training frame.        
Conclusions!
• We have proposed a procedure for training a hierarchical cortical model using sparseness in 
its learned feature extraction layers, and localized (patch-wise) supervised classification.!
• Our method can be applied to video sequences without requiring a stationary background, 
and exploits color in the video stream.!
• Parallel coding and GPU-acceleration enable fast execution for training on very large video 
datasets.!
Future Work
We plan to add additional layers of sparse representation, and to demonstrate learning on very 
large video datasets, equivalent to months of animal visual experience. 
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Generalization on the video sequence!
We show results of application of the 
trained model to frames selected from 
the video sequence. Note that this 
result did not use change detection, 
and so the model continues to detect 
the cat while it is still. Additional 
improvements by adding motion cues 
are still possible. !
Our trained algorithm can run in parallel, 
and our software implementation can 
take advantage of GPU acceleration. !
In other work, we achieved processing 
of 1080p high definition video at near 
real-time rate (~20 frames per second) 
on a cluster of 16 NVIDIA Fermi 
processors. This is important for 
training hierarchical models on large 
amounts of video data.     
